
Bring clarity and precision to management  
decision making
Getting accurate and up-to-date information about your business can be 

complicated and time consuming. Epicor CMS Dashboard technology cuts 

through the clutter of traditional reporting systems to give owners and  

managers a clear presentation of the key facts and trends underpinning  

business performance.

Dashboards are highly flexible and easy to use. Starting with high-level graphics 

it takes just a few mouse clicks to reveal sales and margins by product or 

customer. In fact, any data from your Epicor CMS system can be summarized 

quickly and accurately without the need  for enterprise resource planning  

(ERP) programming.

Production
The Production Dashboard gives plant and line managers insight into the 

performance of manufacturing operations. Good product and scrap rate analysis 

makes it easy to compare efficiency across plants and down to specific machines 

or individuals while equipment, labor, and materials utilization charts reveal 

performance trends and constraints.
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Benefits
XX Overall equipment 

effectiveness (OEE) and key 

performance indicators (KPIs) 

are in real time

XX Graphic reports draw 

attention to trends  

and opportunities

XX Personal views and reports 

are easily stored  

and retrieved

XX Consistent and up-to-date 

information is available at  

all times

XX Integration to Epicor CMS is 

ready to run

Most users will access their 

Dashboards using a Web 

browser, so deployment is quick 

and easy. Standalone desktop 

versions are also available for 

users who need to work on  

the road.
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Finance
The Finance Dashboard shows aged accounts payable and 

receivable information, with drill-down from the balance sheet 

right down to individual transactions. Cash flow analysis and 

projections can be run at the click of a button, making it easy for 

financial control to assess risk and plan ahead.

Sales
The Sales Dashboard provides detailed information on sales 

and marketing performance. Analysis by market sector, sales 

channel, delivery routes, customers, products, and territories can 

be displayed for any number of years, months, or periods.

Inventory
The Inventory Dashboard analyzes historic, current, and future 

inventory transfers and levels to show inventory turn and aging 

by product, batch, or location.

Purchasing
The Purchasing Dashboard allows users to analyze a supplier’s 

performance, and review outstanding orders, actual delivery 

dates against promise, and quantities delivered against  

purchase orders.

Order
The Order Dashboard reveals the performance of fulfillment 

operations by order status, SKU, customer, or supplier. By 

analyzing work steps from order entry to shipping, this tool 

will help identify bottlenecks and the sources of error, allowing 

procedures to be tuned for faster turnaround, increased 

accuracy, and improved customer satisfaction.

Talk with us today about how we can help you drive world-class 

business performance in your operations.
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